Light Wands – Short and Small Diameter

Short wand useful for proximal illumination, while thin diameter wands help illuminate deep cavities such as the femoral shaft.

Light wands come with one (1) Disposable LED Light Source (#8010-01). Can also be attached to a fiber optic light cable with ACMI (female) connector.

**PRODUCT NO:**

8011-01-L  [Short Light Wand]
Short Wand with (1) Disposable LED Light Source #8010-01
Wand Length: 3” (7.6 cm)  /  Wand Shaft Diameter: 4.6 mm

8011-02-L  [Short Thin Light Wand]
Short Thin Wand with (1) Disposable LED Light Source #8010-01
Wand Length: 5.5” (14 cm)  /  Wand Shaft Diameter: 3.2 mm

8011-03-L  [Long Thin Light Wand]
Long Thin Wand with (1) Disposable LED Light Source #8010-01
Wand Length: 11” (28 cm)  /  Wand Shaft Diameter: 3.2 mm

**DISPOSABLE LED LIGHT SOURCE**

One included with each wand.

**PRODUCT NO’S:**

8009-S  [ACMI to Storz Adapter]
8009-W  [ACMI to Wolf Adapter]

**LIGHT SOURCE CABLE ADAPTERS**

8010-01  [Disposable LED Light Source]
PACKAGE OF 1:
Overall Length: 2.5” (6.4 cm)
Diameter: 1” (2.54 cm)

8010-10  [Disposable LED Light Source]
PACKAGE OF 10:
Overall Length: 2.5” (6.4 cm)
Diameter: 1” (2.54 cm)
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